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A Novel Approach for Mining and Fuzzy Simulation
of Subnetworks From Large Biomolecular Networks
Xiaohua Hu, Bahrad Sokhansanj, Daniel Wu, and Yuchun Tang
Abstract—Understanding the biomolecular network imple-
menting cellular function goes beyond the old dogma of “one gene:
one function”; only through comprehensive system understanding
can we predict the impact of genetic variation in the population,
design effective disease therapeutics, and evaluate the potential
side-effects of therapies. In this paper, we present a novel method
to model the regulatory system that executes a cellular function,
which can be represented as a biomolecular network. Our method
consists of three steps. First, the biomolecular network is derived
using data-mining approaches to extend the initial conceptual
biomolecular network from the literature search, etc. Secondly,
once the whole biomolecular network structure is complete, a
novel scale-free network clustering approach is applied to obtain
various subnetworks. Lastly, fuzzy rule based models are gen-
erated for the subnetworks and simulations are run to predict
their behavior in the cellular context. The modeling results rep-
resent hypotheses that are tested against high-throughput data
sets (microarrays and/or genetic screens) for both the natural
system and perturbations. If computational results do not match
experimental or previously published results, then new hypotheses
are formed and they feed back into the data-mining and analyzing
step to refine the biomolecuar network for the next iteration.
This is repeated until a good match between modeling and data
is obtained. Notably, the dynamic modeling component of this
method depends on the automated network structure generation
of the first component and the subnetwork clustering, which are
both essential to make the solution tractable. Experimental results
on human gene interaction networks and gene expression time
series data for the human cell cycle indicate that our approach
is promising for subnetwork mining and simulation from large
biomolecular networks, as it produces a better convergence be-
tween continuous modeling and experiments.
Index Terms—Biomedical literature mining, biomolecular net-
work, fuzzy logic, information extraction, subnetwork.
I. INTRODUCTION
WE are in the era of holistic biology. Massive amounts ofbiological data await interpretation. This calls for formal
modeling and computational methods. In this paper, we present
a method to model the regulatory system that executes a cellular
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function, which can be represented as a biomolecular network.
Understanding the biomolecular network that implements cel-
lular function goes beyond the old dogma of “one gene: one
function”; only through comprehensive system understanding
can we predict the impact of genetic variation in the population,
design effective disease therapeutics, and evaluate the potential
side-effects of therapies.
As biomolecular networks grow in size and complexity,
biomolecular network models must become more rigorous to
keep track of all the components and their interactions. This
presents the need for computer simulation to manipulate and
understand the biomolecular network model. However, a major
challenge of modeling the dynamics of a biomolecular network
is that conventional methods based on physical and chemical
principles (such as systems of differential equations) require
data that are difficult to accurately and consistently measure
using either conventional or high-throughput technologies,
which characteristically yield noisy, semiquantitative, and often
relative data. For example, microarray gene expression ratios
are ultimately obtained from pixel counts of relatively messy
images [1]. Boolean networks (e.g., [2]) are computationally
simple and do not depend on precise experimental data, and thus
they are potentially suitable for handling both the complexity of
biological networks and qualitative text-based data. However,
Boolean models have been proven to lack the resolution needed
to accurately model biomolecular interactions [3]. In contrast,
various differential equation-based models (e.g., [4]) are com-
putationally expensive and sensitive to imprecisely measured
parameters (and virtually useless given purely qualitative data,
i.e., from text-mining). Fuzzy logic [5] provides a mathematical
framework that is compatible with poorly quantitative yet
qualitatively significant data. Fuzzy logic is a natural language
for linguistic modeling, thus it is consistent with the qualitative
linguistic-graphical methods conventionally used to describe
biological systems.
We present a hybrid approach that combines data mining and
fuzzy modeling to build and analyze the biomolecular network
of a cell process. It integrates the process of obtaining network
structure directly with robust, fuzzy logic state-based dynamic
simulation with qualitative (molecular biology) and noisy quan-
titative (biochemical) data to iteratively test and refine hypothet-
ical biomolecular networks.
The dataflow of our method is illustrated in Fig. 1. The
biomolecular network is derived by using data-mining ap-
proaches to extend the initial conceptual biomolecular network
from the heterogeneous biodata sources, such as genome
sequence homology, literature search, public microarray ex-
periment databases, pathway databases, etc. Once the whole
1063-6706/$25.00 © 2007 IEEE
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biomolecular network structure is complete, a novel scale-free
network clustering approach is applied to the biomolecular
network to obtain various subnetworks. Then hypothetical
fuzzy rule base models are generated for the subnetworks and
simulate them to predict their dynamic biological behavior.
The modeling results are verified against high-throughput
data (microarrays and/or genetic screens) for both the natural
system and perturbations. If computational results do not match
experimental or previously published results, a new hypothesis
is generated and fed back to the data-mining and analyzing step
to refine the biomolecuar network for the next iteration, pro-
ducing better convergence between continuous modeling and
experiments. Notably, the dynamic modeling component of this
method depends on the automated network structure generation
of the first component and the subnetwork clustering, which
are both essential to make the solution tractable.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: In Section II,
we review some of the related work in biomedical literature
mining, community/subnetwork identification and fuzzy mod-
eling for biomolecular networks. We present a novel algorithm,
SNBuilder (Subnetwork Builder), in Section III for community
structure analysis. The fuzzy modeling approach is discussed
in Section IV along with experimental results. Section V con-
cludes with our main findings and future research directions.
II. RELATED WORK
In this section, we review some related work in biomedical
literature mining, community structure analysis, and biomolec-
ular networking modeling.
A. Biomedical Literature Mining
Biomedical literature mining, mainly from literature archived
in the PubMed database, has attracted much attention recently
from the information extraction, data mining, natural language
understanding (NLP), and bioinformatics communities [6],
[7]. Many methods have been proposed and various systems
developed for extracting biological knowledge from biomed-
ical literature, such as finding protein or gene names [8], [9],
protein–protein interactions [10], protein–gene interactions
[11], subcellular protein locations, functionality of genes,
and protein synonyms [12]. For example, in its pioneering
work in biomedical literature mining, [8] relies on special
characteristics, such as the occurrence of uppercase letters,
numerals, and special endings, to pinpoint protein names. Ref-
erence [9] extracts cooccurrences of gene names from Medline
documents and uses them to predict their connections based
on their joint and individual occurrence statistics. Reference
[10] proposes an NLP–based approach to parse sentences in
abstracts into grammatical units and then analyze sentences
discussing interactions based on the frequency of individual
words. Because of the complexity and variety of the English
language, such an approach is inherently difficult. Reference
[13] manually defines some regular expression patterns used
to identify protein–protein interactions. The problem with
that approach is that regular expression searches for abstracts
containing relevant words, such as “interact,” “bind,” etc.,
poorly discriminate true hits from abstracts using the words in
alternative senses and miss abstracts that use different language
Fig. 1. Outline of mining and fuzzy modeling of biomolecular network.
to describe the interactions. This approach may introduce many
“false positives” or “false negatives,” and it is unable to capture
the new biological relationships not in those “manual” patterns.
Reference [14] proposes a Bayesian approach based on the
frequencies of discriminating words found in the abstracts.
Medline abstracts are scored for probability of discussing the
topic of interest according to the frequencies of discriminating
words found in the abstract. The highly likely abstracts are the
sources for the curators for further examination for entry into
the databases. Reference [15] develops MEDSYNDIKATE
based on NLP techniques to extract knowledge from medical
reports. Although the approaches differ, they can all be seen as
examples of this process: first, what they will read is selected,
important entities and relations between those entities are then
identified, and finally this new information is combined with
other documents and other knowledge. These systems, how-
ever, suffer from various weaknesses. First, the templates these
systems are supplied with allow only factual information about
particular entities chosen a priori (cell type, virus type, protein
group, etc.), which are to be assembled from the analyzed
documents. Also, these knowledge sources are considered to
be entirely static. Accordingly, when the focus of interest of a
user shifts to a topic not yet considered, new templates must be
supplied or existing ones updated manually.
B. Community Structure Analysis
The study of community structure in a network is closely re-
lated to graph partitioning in graph theory and computer sci-
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ence. It also has close ties with hierarchical clustering in so-
ciology [16]. Recent years have witnessed intensive activity in
this field, partly due to the dramatic increase in the scale of net-
works being studied. Because communities are believed to play
a central role in the functional properties of complex networks
[16], the ability to detect communities in networks could have
practical applications. Studying the community structure of bio-
logical networks is of particular interest but is very challenging
given the high data volume and the complex nature of interac-
tions. In the context of biological networks, communities might
represent structural or functional groupings. They can be syn-
onymous with molecular modules, biochemical pathways, gene
clusters, or protein complexes. Being able to identify the com-
munity structure in a biological network may help us to under-
stand better the structure and dynamics of biological systems.
Reference [17] develops an approach to growing genetic regu-
latory networks from seed genes. Their work is based on prob-
abilistic Boolean networks, and subnetworks are constructed in
the context of a directed graph using both the coefficient of de-
termination and the Boolean function influence among genes.
A similar approach is taken by [18] to find highly topically re-
lated communities in the Web based on the self-organization of
the network structure and on a maximum flow method. Related
works also include those that predict cocomplex proteins. Ref-
erence [19] uses a procedure integrating different data sources
to predict the membership of protein complexes for individual
genes based on two assumptions: that the function of any pro-
tein complex depends on the functions of its subunits and that
all subunits of a protein complex share certain common prop-
erties. Reference [20] reports a molecular complex detection
(MCODE) clustering algorithm that identifies molecular com-
plexes in a large protein interaction network. MCODE is based
on local network density—a modified measure of the clustering
coefficient. Reference [21] uses a spectral analysis method to
identify the topological structures, such as quasi-cliques and
quasi-bipartites, in a protein–protein interaction (PPI) network.
These topological structures are found to be biologically rele-
vant functional groups. In our previous work, we developed a
spectral-based clustering method using local density and vertex
neighborhood to analyze the chromatin network [22], [23]. Two
recent works along this line of research are based on the concept
of network modularity introduced by [24]. The works in [25]
and [26] both use computational analyses to cluster the yeast
PPI network and discover that molecular modules are densely
connected with each other but sparsely connected with the rest
of the network.
C. Biomolecular Networking Modeling
A variety of approaches to state models have been im-
plemented for gene and protein networks, including, among
others, hidden Markov models [27], [28], Bayesian networks
[29]–[31], linear neural networks [32], and finite state [33]
and probabilistic Boolean networks [34], [35]. These and other
methods are based on either treating biological variables at
the crudest resolution (on or off in Boolean networks, with
a few more levels possible for finite state models, but with
rapidly growing complexity) or as absolute physical quantities.
To integrate molecular biology data (generally linguistic and
low-resolution), semiquantitative data (e.g., from microarrays),
and quantitative data available for biomolecular networks, we
propose to model the dynamics of the biomolecular network
using fuzzy logic.
III. ANALYZING THE BIOMOLECULAR NETWORK TO
IDENTIFY SUBNETWORKS
In our previous work, we developed a novel scalable,
portable, and robust system for extracting and mining data
from biomedical literature: Bio-IEDM (biomedical informa-
tion extraction and data mining) [36]. Bio-IEDM integrates
information extraction and robust data mining to automatically
extract and mine biological relationships from a huge collec-
tion of biomedical literature to help biologists in functional
bioinformatics research.
Automated learning and consolidation tools such as
Bio_IEDM serve several purposes.
1) They consolidate data about a single organism or a single
class of entities (e.g., proteins, genes, etc.) in one place,
allowing bioinformatics analysis on a global view of or-
ganisms at the molecular biology scale.
2) They make vast quantities of information searchable and
manageable, as results are extracted in a structured format.
3) From this extracted knowledge they allow researchers to
clarify biological relationships defined as “metadata” for
hypothesis generation.
The procedure of extracting biological relationships from
biomedical literature to construct a biomolecular network is
discussed in our previous work [23], [36]; thus, in the rest of this
section, we focus on mining the subnetworks of the biomolec-
ular network derived from biomedical literature mining.
The interpretation of large-scale protein network data
depends on our ability to identify significant substructures
(communities) in the data, a computationally intensive task.
Many algorithms for detecting community structure in networks
have been proposed. They can be roughly classified into two
categories: divisive and agglomerative. The divisive approach
recursively removes vertices (or edges) until the network is
separated into its components or communities, whereas the
agglomerative approach starts with isolated individual vertices
and joins together small communities. One important algorithm
is proposed by Girvan and Newman (the GN algorithm) [37].
The GN algorithm is based on the concept of “betweenness,”
a quantitative measure of the number of shortest paths passing
through a given vertex (or edge). The GN algorithm detects
communities in a network by recursively removing these
high-betweenness vertices (or edges). It has produced good
results and is well adopted by different authors in studying
various networks [16]. However, it has a major disadvantage,
which is its computational cost. For sparse networks with
vertices, the GN algorithm is of time. Various alterna-
tive algorithms have been proposed [38]–[41] that attempt to
improve either the quality of the community structure or the
computational efficiency. As discussed in [42], edge-between-
ness uses properties calculated from the whole graph, allowing
information from nonlocal features to be used in the clustering.
The edge-betweenness algorithm does not scale well to larger
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graphs, currently making this method most appropriate for
studies focused on specific areas of the proteome.
The goal of this paper is to address a slightly different ques-
tion about the community structure in a PPI network, i.e., what
is the community to which a given protein (or proteins) be-
longs? We are motivated by two main factors. First, due to the
complexity and modularity of biological networks, it is more
feasible computationally to study a community containing a
small number of proteins of interest. Secondly, sometimes the
whole community structure of the network may not be our pri-
mary concern. Rather, we may be more interested in finding
the community that contains a protein (or proteins) of interest.
Our aim is to discover relatively small subnetworks such that
proteins inside the subnetwork interact significantly and, mean-
while, are not strongly influenced by proteins outside the sub-
network. Subnetworks are constructed starting with a seed con-
sisting of one or more proteins believed to participate in a viable
subnetwork. Functionalities and regulatory relationships among
seed proteins may be partially known or may simply be of in-
terest. Given the seed, we iteratively adjoin new proteins fol-
lowing an adapted definition of a community in a network. The
subnetworks built from our models may provide valuable theo-
retical guidance for experiment.
A. The Algorithm SNBuilder (Subnetwork Builder)
We intuitively model the protein–protein interaction network
as an undirected graph, where vertices represent proteins and
edges represent interactions between pairs of proteins. An undi-
rected graph is composed of two sets: vertices
and edges . An edge is defined as a pair of vertices
denoting the direct connection between vertices and . The
graphs we use in this paper are undirected, unweighted, and
simple, meaning there are no self-loops or parallel edges.
For a subgraph and a vertex belonging to , we
define the in-community degree for vertex , to be the
number of edges connecting vertex to other vertices belonging
to and the out-community degree to be the number
of edges connecting vertex to other vertices that are in but
do not belong to .
In our algorithm, we adopt the quantitative definitions of com-
munity defined in [43], i.e., the subgraph is a community in a
strong sense if for each vertex in and in
a weak sense if the sum of all degrees within is greater than
the sum of all degrees from to the rest of the graph.
The algorithm, called SNBuilder, accepts the seed protein ,
gets the neighbors of , finds the core of the community to build,
and expands the core to find the eventual community.
The two major components of SNBuilder are FindCore and
ExpandCore. In fact, FindCore (lines 8–14) performs a naïve
search for maximum clique in the neighborhood of the seed pro-
tein by recursively removing vertices with the lowest in-com-
munity degree until either 1) all vertices in the core set have the
same in-community degree ( , i.e., the resulting
subgraph is a clique), or 2) all vertices except the seed have the
same in-community degree (a star-like structure).
The algorithm performs a breadth first expansion in the core
expanding step. It first builds a candidate set containing the core
and all vertices adjacent to each vertex in the core (line 16). A
candidate vertex will then be added to the core if it meets one
of the following conditions (line 21): 1) its in-community de-
gree is greater than its out-community degree, i.e., the quanti-
tative definition of community in a strong sense ,
or 2) its affinity coefficient is greater than or equals the affinity
threshold .
We define the affinity coefficient of a vertex to a network as
the fraction of its in-community degree over the size of the net-
work excluding the vertex itself . We intro-
duce the affinity coefficient and the affinity threshold to pro-
vide a degree of relaxation when expanding the core because
it is too strict to require every expanding vertex to be a strong
sense community member. Even though a candidate vertex may
not have an in-community degree larger than out-community
degree, it may connect to all (or even most) other members of
the network, indicating a strong tie between the candidate vertex
and the network. We use an affinity threshold of one in our im-
plementation, meaning that in order to be eligible to add to the
core set, the candidate vertex has to connect to all other vertices
in the core set. However, may be relaxed to be less than one
if necessary or so desired.
In addition, a distance parameter is provided to restrict
how far away a candidate vertex to the seed can be considered
eligible for expansion. Quite often, a given seed may not always
situate in the center of the resulting subnetwork. The distance
parameter serves as the shortest path threshold to ensure that all
members of the obtained subnetwork will be within specified
proximity to the seed. A large enough value of , such as one that
is larger than the longest path from the seed to all other vertices
in the network, will virtually lift this distance restriction.
FindCore is a heuristic search for a maximum complete sub-
graph in the neighborhood of seed . Let be the size of
; then the worst case running time of FindCore is .
The ExpandCore part costs, in the worst case, approximately
overhead. accounts for the expanding of the
core; at most, all vertices in , minus what are already in the
core, would be included. accounts for calculating the in-
and out-degrees for the candidate vertices that are not in the core
but are in the neighborhood of the core. The overhead is caused
by recalculating the in- and out-degrees of neighboring vertices
every time the FindCore is recursively called. The number of
these vertices is dependent on the size of the community we are
building and the connectivity of the community to the rest of the
network but not the overall size of the network. For biological
networks, the graphs we deal with are mostly sparse and small
world; therefore, the running time of our algorithm is close to
linear.
Algorithm 1 SNBuilder
1: is the input graph with vertex set and edge
set .
2: is the seed vertex; is the affinity threshold; is the
distance threshold.
3: Adjacency list of
4: FindCore
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Fig. 2. SAGA/SRB community.
5: ExpandCore
6: return
7: FindCore
8: for each
9: calculate
10: end for
11:
12:
13: if or
then return
14: else return FindCore
15: ExpandCore
16:
17:
18: for each , and distance
19: calculate
20: calculate
21: if or then
22: end for
23: if then return
24: else return ExpandCore
B. Evaluation of SNBuilder
Because there is no alternative approach to our method,
we decide to compare the performance of our algorithm to
the work on predicting protein complex membership by [44],
which reported results of queries with four complexes using
probabilistic network reliability (we will refer to their work as
the PNR method in the following discussion). Four commu-
nities are identified by SNBuilder using one protein as seed
from each of the query complexes used by the PNR method.
The seed protein is selected randomly from the “core” protein
set. The figures for visualizing the identified communities are
created using Pajek [45]. The community figures are extracted
from the network we build using the above-mentioned data set
with out-of-community connections omitted. The proteins in
each community are annotated with a brief description obtained
from the MIPS complex catalogue database. As a comparison,
we use Complexpander, an implementation of the PNR method
[44],1 to predict cocomplex using the core protein set that
contains the same seed protein used by SNBuilder. For all our
queries when using Complexpander, we select the option to use
the MIPS complex catalogue database. We record the ranking
of the members in our identified communities that also appear
in the cocomplex candidate list predicted by Comlexpander.
An example of such a community identified by SNBuilder,
using TAF6 as seed, is shown in Fig. 2. TAF6 is a component of
the SAGA complex which is a multifunctional coactivator that
regulates transcription by RNA polymerase II [46]. The SAGA
complex is listed in the MIPS complex catalogue as a known
cellular complex consisting of 16 proteins. As shown in Table I,
the community identified by our algorithm contains 39 mem-
bers, including 14 of the 16 SAGA complex proteins listed in
MIPS (indicated by an asterisk in the Alias column). The com-
munity also contains 14 of 21 proteins listed in MIPS as Ko-
rnberg’s mediator (SRB) complex. The rest of the proteins in
1Available at http://llama.med.harvard.edu/Software.html.
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TABLE I
SAGA/SRB COMMUNITY
the community are either TATA-binding proteins, transcription
factor IID (TFIID) subunits, or SRB related. TFIID is a com-
plex involved in initiation of RNA polymerase II transcription.
SAGA and TFIID are structurally and functionally correlated,
make overlapping contributions to the expression of RNA poly-
merase II transcribed genes. SRB complex is a mediator that
conveys regulatory signals from DNA-binding transcription fac-
tors to RNA polymerase II [47]. In addition, 27 of the top 50
potential cocomplex proteins (nine of the top ten) predicted by
Fig. 3. Fuzzification (conversion from quantity to fuzzy set; top) and defuzzifi-
cation (conversion back from fuzzy set to quantity; bottom) schemes, Defuzzifi-
cation (centroid method, point set definitions [48]) is equivalent to dividing the
difference between memberships in HIGH and LOW by the sum of member-
ships in all sets.
Complexpander, not including the seed proteins, are in the iden-
tified community.
IV. FUZZY LOGIC STATE-BASED SIMULATION OF THE
BIOMOLECULAR NETWORK
It is difficult, if not impossible, to perform experiments that
can obtain continuous, dynamic information required to develop
a complete physical spatiotemporal model for the dynamics of
the biomolecular network. The greatest barrier is due to the cost
(time, technology, risk of experimental failure) of doing mul-
tiple experiments; thus, in most cases, time series data are un-
dersampled. Often, only one time point is taken during a tran-
sition in system state—for example, at a set time following a
perturbation when it is thought (based on other information or
cruder experiments) that system response is at its peak or has
reached a quasi-steady state. If complete information for system
behavior is unavailable, a state model can be developed and ap-
plied to make predictions about how the system will respond
to perturbations, as well to identify and evaluate hypotheses for
state transition mechanisms.
Fuzzy logic is a generalization of Boolean logic that allows
for a continuum of set membership between 0 (absolutely
“false”) and 1.0 (absolutely “true”) [5]. Fuzzy logic allows
for “linguistic” rule-based modeling, an extension of Boolean
if/then rules using English words to represent fuzzy states of
variables (described in detail for engineering applications in
[48] and citations within). Through defined “fuzzification” and
“defuzzification” functions, the quantity of a variable can be
translated into a fuzzy membership in multiple sets that are
typically given names like “LOW,” “MEDIUM,” “HIGH,” etc.
Thus, a set of rules can be written as, for example, “if input
is LOW then output is MEDIUM, if input is MEDIUM then
output is LOW, if input is HIGH then output is HIGH.” This
allows for the construction of rule-based models similar to
qualitative rules found in biological literature, i.e., “if repressor
gene A is expressed at a LOW level then the expression of its
target gene is HIGH,” and variations thereof.
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Fig. 4. A sample of subnetwork.
Concretely, Fig. 3 describes (top) the mapping of quantities
on an interval [ 1, 1] to continuous [0,1] membership in fuzzy
sets used for translating semiquantitative data to fuzzy set lan-
guage and (bottom) the mapping of membership in fuzzy sets
back to a “crisp” numerical value. These definitions were chosen
primarily to prevent error arising from fuzzification and defuzzi-
fication for monotonic linear relationships. To apply this fuzzy
set definition scheme requires determining a suitable normaliza-
tion of semiquantitative values to the interval [ 1, 1]. Previous
fuzzification schemes for gene expression involved normalizing
by the maximum expression level [49] and designing different
schemes for each variable [50]. Our current approach, outlined
in [51], is to take the normalized arctangent of the base 2 loga-
rithm of the expression ratios (base 2 logarithms are a common
way of symmetrizing ratiometric data for gene expression found
in comparative microarray experiments). This general normal-
ization scheme can be flexibly applied to any ratiometric gene
expression data set, as the arctangent function is defined over an
infinite domain and reflects the general tendency of microarray
experiments to saturate at high and low expression levels. Using
arctangent normalization and the fuzzification of Fig. 3, we pre-
viously generated semiquantitative and qualitatively accurate
fuzzy models for the yeast cell cycle gene network [51].
A. Fuzzy Model Identification
The fuzzy biomolecular network model is a set of rule sets
for each node (in this case gene) in the network, which govern
the response to each fuzzy state of the input genes to that node
(the output gene). Examples of such rule sets are given below.
The result for each input gene is summed to give the overall
behavior of the output gene, resulting in a linear fuzzy model
that has been called the “union rule configuration” (URC) [52].
URC fuzzy logic has been applied previously to modeling
biological systems, such as the lac operon of E. coli [50]. While
simply summing rules in the URC does not allow for nonlinear
interactions between inputs, these may be represented either
through the introduction of artificial “hidden layers” analogous
to those in neural network models [53] or by including more
details to the network, using additional information to add the
necessary layers for a relevant linear network model.
To evaluate the accuracy and feasibility of fuzzy biomolec-
ular network modeling, we considered the gene network that
corresponded to a subnetwork found using the automated data
mining and subsequent clustering methods. It involves human
genes related to p53, apoptosis, DNA damage response, and
cell cycle. The automated method replaces manual curating,
which is time-consuming, inefficient, and potentially suscep-
tible to the bias of the modelers and biologists in identifying
putative connections between genes. The subnetwork clustering
method is essential to reduce the thousands of genes implicated
in these processes to an exemplar, representative set, allowing
the modeling and analysis of simulation results to be tractable
problems.
Fuzzy rule sets are generated for genes in the network.
Edges in Fig. 4 are taken to represent potential connections
between genes, defining the set of possible inputs to each gene.
Following previously described and tested combinatorial URC
fuzzy rule search procedure [51], we exhaustively generate
all possible rule combinations for the inputs on each gene
(including the “null” rule, equivalent to excluding a potential
rule). The procedure of [51] is modified to allow only those
input genes that are identified by mining literature and clus-
tering the resulting biomolecular network map (i.e., as shown,
for example, in Fig. 4). An additional assumption we make
is that if an expression level of an input gene is MEDIUM it
must result in an output expression level of MEDIUM also. An
example of a possible rule is “If Input is LOW then Output
is LOW, if Input is MED then Output is MED, if Input is
HIGH then Output is MED”). Three fuzzy sets are used to
retain tractability of the rule search method, which examines
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TABLE II
BEST FITTING RULES FOR FIVE INPUT GENES
all potential hypotheses consistent with the data. However,
this still represents a significant advance in resolution over
Boolean logic because of the nonbinary membership in LOW
and HIGH fuzzy sets. As shown in our previous work [51], this
method has the potential to generate predicted gene expression
time series that are quantitatively consistent with experimental
data.
We apply the resulting fuzzy rules to microarray gene ex-
pression time series data for the human cell cycle, shown in
[54]. Such cell cycle microarray data have been criticized for
being very noisy, and previous methods for identifying cell
cycle–regulated genes may be artifacts (i.e., see [55], which
focuses on a similar data set). However, these problems are en-
demic to genomic and proteomic measurement methods. Thus,
the human cell cycle data set is a reasonable test for the prac-
tical application of fuzzy logic modeling on data for which
conventional methods can fail. We evaluated each fuzzy rule
set from the exhaustive search at each time point in the data
set and compared the prediction and experimental data for each
gene using an error metric ( ) that emphasizes the correlation
in qualitative expression changes between predicted and exper-
imental data
(1)
where the experimental data (with mean ) and de-
fuzzified predicted numerical values for the output gene.
Table II shows the best fitting rules for five genes. Each entry
in the table is the rule for the input gene (rows) acting on the
output gene (columns), where “HML” denotes the rule: “If Input
is LOW, then Output is HIGH; if Input is MED, then Output is
MED; if Input is HIGH then Output is LOW.” A dashed line
in Table II means that the gene is not an input in the biomolec-
ular network of Fig. 4, and a “0” means that the best fit rule
excludes one of the potential inputs in the network. Notably,
Table II shows the genes that encode the proteins in Fig. 4. This
results in some differences in terminology; for example, EP300
encodes the protein p300. Also, where aliases for gene names
exist, the more common usage is given in Table II.
There are independent data [54] for five methods of cell cycle
synchronization, two of which are complete for the genes in the
subnetwork we studied. One data set (“Thy-Thy 3”) was used as
the “training set,” and for each gene exhaustively generated rule
sets were ranked based on the error ( ) of that rule set on the
data (the error of the best fit rules is given in the row of Table II
labeled “Train E”). The rules were then simulated at each time
point in the “test set,” a different kind of cell cycle synchroniza-
tion (“Thy-Noc”); these are the errors in the last row of Table II.
As shown in Fig. 5, agreement between the predictions of the
best fit rule on the training set and the data in the test set is ex-
cellent in some cases, in particular CDK2 and CDK4, which are
known to be cell cycle–regulated genes (and thus are expected
to have a regular pattern of behavior in this data set). In others
(e.g., BRCA1), there is little agreement. These patterns are re-
flected when looking at overall results for the exhaustive rule
search.
Fig. 6 plots the error on the test set against the error on the
training set for every possible rule for two genes. A linear trend
indicates that rules that have a low fit error in the training set
tend also to have a relatively low fit error on the test set, and
vice versa for poorly fitting data. Fig. 6 shows two outcomes:
CDK4, which shows excellent agreement between fuzzy rules
generated on the training set and predictions for the test set
and the relatively noisy results for BRCA1 (no
apparent trend, though some particularly poorly fitting rules on
the training set also fit the test data poorly).
V. CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
In this paper, we present a new method for adaptive mod-
eling of biomolecular networks. The biomolecular network
model of cell function comprises gene and protein expres-
sion, interaction, and regulation. The method iteratively mines
and organizes quantitative and qualitative data to generate
scalable hypothetical biomolecular network structures. The
dynamics of these computational hypotheses are tested and
refined through cycles of fuzzy logic based simulation and
laboratory experiments. Our method addresses three major
challenges of modeling cell function and regulation—hetero-
geneous information sources, hypothetical and contradictory
biological information, and scalability. Biomolecular data is
derived from many sources, including noisy and qualitative
experiments, sequences, structures, microarrays, mass spectra,
and narrative text. We use fuzzy logic methods, previously
developed for gene networks, as a robust and general represen-
tation for heterogeneous quantitative, qualitative, and linguistic
biomolecular data. While only microarray data are presented
as an example in this paper, the fuzzy logic framework of
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Fig. 5. Best fit rule on training set “Thy-Thy 3” (as shown in Table II) predicting gene expression on the test data set (solid line) compared to actual data from the
test set “Thy-Noc” (dashed line) for (A) CDK2, (B) BRCA1, (C) EP300, and (D) CDK4.
Fig. 6. Error on test data against error on training data for each rule combina-
tion exhaustively generated for (top) CDK4 and (bottom) BRCA1.
representing biomolecular expression states can be easily ex-
tended to protein and metabolite levels. This is a key point, as
gene networks are an abstraction representing only one aspect
of biomolecular networks and they must be integrated with
protein–protein interaction networks and metabolite profiling
to develop a comprehensive portrait of cellular function.
In general, the fuzzy logic method allows for inconsistencies
and potentially noisy data to be identified and used to gen-
erate alternative computational hypotheses for biomolecular
networks. The method is tractable and scalable because novel
clustering methods are applied to adaptively extract biologi-
cally significant subnetworks for simulation and hypothesis
testing. Fuzzy simulation of hypothetical biomolecular network
models is compared with experimental data to select and refine
plausible hypotheses. We combine the simulation result with
the computationally derived metamodel to identify key genes
whose perturbation would generate the data set that could most
optimally differentiate between the alternative biomolecular
network hypotheses. Consequently, by uniting the system
identification and simulation components of the modeling
procedure into an integrated method, we can develop a cyclical
flow of information that moves from modeling, through experi-
ments, through updates to be included in the global biological
knowledge base, which then feeds back into modeling. Such
a flow is designed specifically to respond to the challenges
of designing and interpreting high-throughput experiments,
which can, in the future, evolve in concert with modeling and
information management.
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